The protein response to the photodissociation, escape and subsequent rebinding of carbon monoxide in myoglobin is studied using time-resolved infrared (TRW) spectroscopy. All phases of these reactions are investigated, from ultrafast phenomena (picoseconds) to relatively slow processes (milliseconds). Conformational changes in myoglobin (Mb) are detected by time-resolved infrared absorption changes in the amide I band. On the hundreds of nanoseconds to milliseconds timescale, a 'realtime' apparatus is used. This apparatus is based on a tunable diode laser operating in the region of 1650 cm1. The time course of changes in the amide I band are shown to follow the recombination of CO with photolyzed Mb. On the basis of the rise times of the amide I and Fe.CO signals, it is concluded that protein motion is complete within 100 ns. A time-resolved difference spectrum in the amide I region is generated from single wavelength transients taken throughout the amide I envelope. A static difference spectrum is also generated by subtracting FTIR spectra of carbonmonoxy and deoxy myoglobin. The two difference spectra are compared and are interpreted in terms of the threedimensional structures of deoxy and carbonmonoxy Mb. Preliminary picosecond TRW data are also given for the ultrafast response of the protein immediately following photodissociation of CO.
INTRODUCTION
The structure and dynamics of conformational changes in hemoglobin resulting in cooperativity in ligand binding has been a long-standing problem in biophysics. The use of myoglobin (Mb) as a simpler, non-cooperative model protein has been established through spectroscopic and crystallographic examination. A central question in Mb ligand binding is the dynamics and energetics of motion of the protein relative to the heme. This problem has been illustrated by examining the carefully characterized X-ray crystal structure of Mb. If this compact structure remained fixed in solution, no pathway would exist for small ligands such as CO and O to diffuse from solution into the heme binding site.' Clearly, fluctuations of the protein in solution must play an important role in the function of the enzyme. Timeresolved infrared (TRW) spectroscopy is uniquely suited as a probe for these processes, particularly the behavior of the protein, which generally is not observable by other spectroscopies.2 TRIR speciroscopy also has the capacity to study protein motions with minimal interference from the heme, in contrast to techniques based on visible light such as resonance Raman and circular dicbroism.
The use of time-resolved difference spectra in the amide I region provides a powerful tool for the study of protein dynamics. It has long been known that infrared spectra in the amide region are sensitive to protein secondary conformation.3 Recent advances in equipment and techniques, including difference spectroscopy and various resolution enhancement techniques, have permitted researchers to quantitatively predict secondary structures from infrared spectra,4'5'6'7'8 particularly in the amide I region.5'6 In light of these results, it is now possible to study secondary structures in time-resolved experiments on protein dynamics and function.
The ligation reactions of small molecules such as CO with the heme site of Mb exemplify the mechanisms available to O, potentially revealing the molecular details of the enzyme function. CO is an ideal candidate for initial time-resolved IR experiments in the amide I region because it is easily photolyzed and the structure of both MbCO and unligated Mb have been extensively studied by crystallographic methods.9'1° In addition, CO ligation is often preferred in time-resolved spectroscopic studies due to the stability of MbCO in solution and because CO exhibits little geminate recombination.1 1,12 Photolysis of CO from Mb and its recombination processes have been studied by a 64 / SPIE Vol. 1890 Biomolecular Spectroscopy lii (1993) 0-8194-111 7-5/93/$4.00 large array of techniques, including UV-Vis absorption;11'13 molecular dynamics,14 time-resolved yj,15 'pj,16,17,18,19 time-resolvedresonance Raman,20 and photoacoustic calorimetry.21'22 Of these techniques, TRIR holds the most promise for providing detailed information on dynamics of the protein itself.
Infrared spectroscopy has already played a large role in investigating the ligand binding dynamics in Mb and Hb from the subpicosecond'7"8 to millisecond16'19 time scale. These studies probed the Fe-CO bleach at 1943 cm1 and in some cases, the 2135 cm1 absorption of photolyzed CO trapped in the heme pocket. Dynamics of the protein, however, have yet to be probed by TRIR spectroscopy of the protein vibrations themselves. Here we report results on the motions of the protein in response to ligation reactions, monitored in the amide I region centered about 1650 cnr.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Carbonmonoxy myoglobin (MbCO) was prepared by dissolving lyophilized sperm whale myoglobin (Sigma M-0380) or horse skeletal muscle myoglobin (Sigma M-0630) in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pD 7.4 (in D20). The heme was reduced with 5 mM sodium dithionite and liganded with CO by several cycles of degassing and back-filling with CO. Final samples were 0.8-2.0 mM MbCO held in 50 p.m sealed cells with CaF2 windows. Samples used in the picosecond experiments were more concentrated (4.6 mM) and pathlengths_were either 50 or 100 p.m. VFIR spectra of the samples were taken on a Mattson Galaxy Series FTIR 5000.
Real-time TRIR measurements (108 to 101 s) were obtained using an apparatus that has been described previously2 with the following minor modifications. The InSb detector was replaced with a HgCdTe detector and biased amplifier (risetime -'300 ns). The laser diode used as a probe source was temperature tunable between 1605 and 1725 cnr1 with a mode spacing of about 4.5 cnr1. Each mode was tunable by about 1 cnr1, leaving small gaps inaccessible to the probe source. The laser pump pulse was supplied by the 532 nm second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser, with typical pulse energies of about 120 iJ. The measured decay was generated by subtracting traces taken with the Nd:YAG laser blocked from those with the laser unblocked.
Ultrafast TRIR measurements were obtained by means of a pump-probe experiment, shown schematically in Figure 1 , in which the time resolution is accomplished by optical delay.2 The visible pump (photodissociation) pulse (1.7 ps, 595 nm, 3-10 pJ) is generated by a dye laser synchronously pumped by a frequency doubled, mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (Coherent Antares 76) then amplified in a three stage dye amplifier pumped at 30 Hz and 532 nm by a Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier (Quantel RGA6O). The infrared probe pulse is generated in a two step nonlinear mixing process. In the first step, the difference frequency between the 1064 nm pulses from the regenerative amplifier and the amplified dye pulse is generated in a potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal cut at 65° for type II phase matching. This generates a near infrared pulse at 1.3 p.m. The mid-infrared probe pulse is generated in a second step by differencing the residual 1 064 nm light with the 1 .3 p.m light in a silver thiogallate (AgGaS2) crystal cut at 46° for type II difference frequency mixing. Tuning the dye laser yields infrared pulses (1.7 p5, 100 nJ) tunable from 1200 to 2500 cm1. The infrared light is split into "sample" and "reference" pulses. The time of arrival of the pump pulse is adjusted using a computer controlled optical delay line (Klinger). It is then made colinear with the infrared "sample" pulse using a dichroic mirror and both are focused to a 100 p.m spot on the sample. The infrared "sample" and "reference" intensities are then detected with matched HgCdTe detectors and a dual channel boxcar integrator and ratioed to correct for shot-to-shot amplitude fluctuations. The adverse effects oflong term laser drift are minimized by synchronously chopping the pump at half the repetition rate (15 Hz) to yield alternating "light" and "dark" signals from which &A is determined at each optical delay. Before and after each protein measurement, the zero-of-time and the instrument temporal response (dependent solely on the pump/probe cross-correlation width) are determined by substituting for the sample a Si wafer in which the pump causes an instantaneous decrease in transmission of the pmbe? The temporal response varies with laser conditions but generally is well described by a sech2 function of FWHM = 3.5 Ps.
RESULTS
3.1 Myoglobin dynamics from 100 ns to 10 ms.
Typical decay traces of infrared absorption changes at 1943 and 1660 cm1, following laser photoclissociation of CO. are shown in Figure 2 . The traces were taken under identical conditions (i.e., using the same amplifier and HgCdTe detector) and were normalized to the same peak amplitude. Although the signal at 1660 cm1 is smaller, the signalto.noise ratios are similar due to greater laser power from the lower frequency diode as well as higher responsivity of the detector. Analysis of the traces was done using the so-called A-i-B second order kinetics, fitting the data to the equation
where [Mb] is the concentration of unliganded Mb immediately after the flash, [CO] is the initial concentration of free CO, and k is the second-order rate constant. The initial concentration of CO was taken as [Mb] + 0.8 mM, the concentration of saturated CO solution. The second-order rate constant was a variable in the fitting, and the extinction coefficient, c, was fixed at 1920 M1cm1 as determined by Dixon, et j,16 The path length, 1, was fixed at 50 .tm. The additional parameter b was required due to a small baseline offset. This offset is a small fraction of the total signal and is probably due to thermal effects since both its magnitude and sign are independent of probe wavelength. The resulting fits gave second-order rate constants of 3.8 (1943 cm-1) and 4.1 (1660 cnr1) x lO M1s1, within experimental error of each other, but slightly lower than the value of 5.0 x 1O M1s1 determined by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Gibson et al. 1986 ). The best fit at 1943 cm1 was obtained with an initial conceniration of unliganded myoglobin of 0.46 mM, corresponding to -60% photolysis. For fitting of data acquired at 1660 cm-1, [Mb] was fixed at 0.46 mM and the extinction coefficient determined by fitting was 367 M1 cm-1. Errors may be introduced in this analysis by the assumption of a saturated CO solution or by slightly different photolysis efficiencies between the two measurements. Transients were also taken at several wavelengths using faster amplifiers in an attempt to resolve kinetics due to the motion of the protein in response to CO photodissociation. The rise of the transient at 1660 cm-' is compared in Figure 3 to the Fe-CO bleach at 1943 cm-1, which is instantaneous on this timescale since the Fe-CO bond is broken within 300 fs.18 Clearly the risetimes of these two transients are indistinguishable and therefore both instrument limited. For all wavelengths probed in the amide I region, the rise of the transient absorption was limited by the response of the system, all showing a 10-90% rise time of 300 ns; with deconvolution, changes on a time scale down to about 100 ns would be observable with the present system. We conclude that protein motion, or at least the portion observable in the amide I JR band, is complete within 100 ns. By tuning the frequency of the probe source, transients such as those shown in Figure 3 were generated across the amide I band from 1608 cm-1 to 1723 cm-1. The initial amplitude of each of these transients was recorded and plotted against frequency to create a Mb-MbCO difference spectrum ( Figure  4B ). The spectrum contains several features, the most prominent of which is peaked at 1664 cm1 with an absorbance change of 1.5 x iO-(using 1.6 mM MbCO), compared to an absorbance of 0.8 for the total amide I peak. The spectrum shows several other features, all of which are reproducible. The width ofmost peaks in the difference spectrum appears to be about 8-10 cm-1. The TRIR difference spectrum was also examined for horse skeletal muscle Mb, which has a slightly different amino acid sequence than sperm whale Mb. The largest difference between the two samples is in the high frequency region, where horse Mb shows a sharper 1680 cm1 peak than sperm whale myoglobin with no signals observable in the 1700-1720 cm1 range. Figure 4A shows the static difference spectrum (MbMbCO) obtained by subtracting FTIR spectra of carbonmonoxy and deoxy Mb for sperm whale Mb. While the baseline is clearly not flat in this region, all of the major features in the TRIR spectrum are reproduced in the static FFIR spectrum. This is convincing evidence that the spectrum obtained for MbCO 100 ns after photodissociation of CO is essentially identical in the amide I region as the static spectrum of deoxy Mb.
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Ultrafast Myoglobin dynamics.
We have directly observed the photodissociation of CC) from the heme binding site in a picosecond TRIR experiment. The time-resolved bleaching of the Fe-CO absorption at 1943 cm1 is indistinguishable from the instantaneous instrument response, determined before and after the protein measurement using a Si wafer. This observation is consistent with femtosecond UVVis13 and TRIR18 measurements which indicate that CO photodissociation occurs in less than 150 fs, probably on the timescale of one vibrational period of the Fe-CO stretch (520 cm1, 64 fs). The FeCO infrared transient was recorded for 100 Ps following the pump pulse with no observable decrease in the bleach which could be atthbuted to geminate recombination, indicating that the barrier to recombination must form rapidly. The absence of rapid geminate recombination of CO is typical for heme proteins and has been attributed to electronic (spin) barriers'3 and frictional forces due to iron displacement opposing rebinding.25 Time (ps) Figure 5 . Picosecond TRIR absorption at 1666 cm-i, together with the measured instrument response function (dashed line) and the best fit to the data of a convolution of this function with an exponential function ('r =iS ps).
The protein response immediately following the photodissociation of CO was probed in additional picosecond TRIR experiments. The infrared transient monitored at 1666 cm4, the peak of the largest amide I difference band in the us spectrum, is shown in shown in Figure 5 is about one third that of the CO bleach at 1943 cm1, exactly what is expected based on the nanosecond difference spectrum. The experimentally determined instrument (Si) response, which is best fit with a sech2 function of FWHM = 20 ps, is also shown. The best fit to the transient, the convolution of the 20 PS sech2 instrument response function with a 15 ps exponential function, is also plotted in Figure 5 . Positive transients (absorptions) were also observed at 1645 and 1680 cm1, although the signal-to-noise at these probe wavelengths was insufficient to permit fitting the data to extract dynamics.
DISCUSSION
One of the main complications in TRIR spectroscopy is artifacts from thermal changes in the sample due to heating by the pump pulse. In our experience, these artifacts normally appear as a bleach and have a lifetime of several milliseconds, longer than the heme-CO recombination in myoglobin. The observation in Figure 2 that the kinetics of the heme-CO bleach and the amide I changes are the same indicates that the signals are free from thermal artifacts. This is also evident from Figure 4 in that the change in absorption tends to zero at the high frequency end of the spectrum. Figure 3 also indicates that any changes in protein conformation are slower than the time scale of the measurement; if the kinetics were limited by protein motion, the decay of the 1660 cm1 trace would be slower than the CO recombination.
The assignment of infrared band shapes and subbands from steady-state FTIR spectra to specific secondary structures is currently an active area in the literature. The main techniques for resolving subbands in the amide I region have been resolution enhancement by Fourier self-deconvolution8' and generation of second derivative spectra.4'6 It should be noted that both of these techniques require very high signal-to-noise and careful elimination of water vapor bands. Recently criteria for the subtraction of water and water vapor backgrounds have allowed consistent bands beneath the amide I envelope to be assigned to specific secondary structures.
There are many complications in the comparison of these assignments to the features seen in the Mb difference spectra shown in Figure 4 . First, the difference spectrum is the sum of all changes in the protein, which may involve a complex superposition of bands. Also, there may be contributions to the difference spectra from amino acid side chain vibrations. These are generally considered small when measuring the overall amide I spectrum; however, the difference spectrum is sensitive to only those vibrations that change, which may increase the relative contribution of specific side chain vibrations that undergo large conformational changes. Comparison of the area of the overall amide I peak to that of the 1664 cm1 bleach in Figure 4 (corrected for photolysis efficiency) gives a ratio of 350: 1, corresponding to a bleach of less than one backbone CO vibration. Therefore, the contribution of side chain vibrations in the difference spectrum must be considered. The role of Arg45 (CD3) in particular has been the subject of several examinations.9'2'7 X-ray structures have shown that Arg45 forms a salt bridge with one of the propionate groups of the heme and that the breaking of the salt bri4ge is an important (and one of the largest) structural differences between the CO and deoxy forms of Mb.9 This may be important in the interpretation of the JR difference spectra as arginiiie is one of the amino acids likely to show side chain vibrations in the 1600-1700 cm1 region. Horse Mb does not have arginine; this may be reflected in the high frequency end of the horse TRJR difference spectrum, which is very different from sperm whale Mb ( Figure 4B) .
Tables of amide I band assignments have been made by Dong, et al.4 for proteins in H2O solution and by Susi and Byler for a standard protein set in D2O. Although there is general agreement between the two assignments, there are some differences in the exact frequency assignments. The most straightforward assignment is that for a-helix, which shows only a single narrow band at 1653-1656 cm1. Mb, which is 80% a-helix, is dominated by a single peak at 1654 cm*4 Interestingly, the Mb difference spectra have an isosbestic point near this frequency, consistent with the finding that the helix structures of Mb are quite similar between the CO and deoxy forms, but only shift relative to each other.9 The bleach at 1664 cm-1 in Figure 4 is in the region assigned to turn structures; bands at 1676 cm (a transient absorption in Figure 4 ) have been assigned to either turn or extended chain conformations. The other main absorption at 1645 cm-1 is in the area assigned to unordered structure. Bands at lower 70/SPIE Vol. 1890 Biomolecular Spectroscopy III (1993) frequency have been assigned to both either f-sheet or general -type8 structures. In the case of Mb, the lower frequency signals must represent bleaching of the small regions of -tums since the protein contains no 3-sheet 9,lu j order to make specific assignments to each of the spectral features in Figure   4 , additional data is required. Further information on the interpretation of these spectra could be gained from perturbed systems. For example, the contribution of some ionizable side chains is in principle available from pWdependent studies; other side chain vibrations can be addressed through selective isotopic labeling and site-directed mutagenesis.
The most important result of this study is the measurement of the protein dynamics associated with the photodissociation of CO from the heme. What is clear from the previous discussion is that the dynamics measured are associated with the changes in protein backbone conformation to which the amide I vibrations are most sensitive, and possibly the motion of specific side chains which also have absorptions in this spectral region. The 'real-time' TRIR measurements indicate that the conformational change from the carbonmonoxy to the deoxy form is over within 100 ns of the photodissociation.
The picosecond TRIR experiments give information on the initial stages of protein motion, and provide a connection between molecular dynamics simulations and actual protein motion. Preliminary results for Mb at 1666 suggest that at least part of the conformational change occurs in 15 ps. These dynamics can be compared to indirect measurements which used resonance Raman spectroscopy to probe heme pocket relaxation.2° These studies suggest that the tertiary structural changes in the position of the proximal histidine are complete within less than 30 ps. In these experiments, the Fe-N(his) stretching frequency reaches its equilibrium deoxy value within the 30 Ps pulsewidth of the resonance Raman probe pulse. Another indirect measure of the protein response to CO photodissociation was obtained by Miller et. al. from picosecond phase grating spectroscopy? These results suggest that a global change in the protein structure is occuring in less than 30 ps. In contrast, Simon et. a!. report that relaxation of the transient circular dichroism spectrum probed at 355 nm of photodissociated MbCO to the equilibrium deoxy spectrum requires 300 ps.15 The differences among all of these measurements may be due to the differences in what is being probed. In our TRIR measurements at 1666 cm1 we are probing a specific part of the protein backbone structure.
Measurements at other frequencies may reveal dynamics which correspond to the processes observed in other transient experiments.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that TRIR in the amide I region gives structural information regarding protein conformational changes in real time. Assignment of many of the amide I peaks to specific amide or sidechain structures will require much additional effort. It is clear, however, that enormous potential exists for elucidating structural relaxation dynamics and energetics with a high degree of structural specificity using this approach. In additiOn, our work demonstrates that TRIR difference spectra avoid many of the difficulties associated with steady-state FTIR spectra; explicit subtraction of water and water vapor backgrounds is unnecessary, as are mathematical enhancement techniques. This is an advantage because enhancement of steady-state FTIR spectra is only likely to be useful for small, water-soluble proteins, where criteria for subtraction of water background have been developed. In addition, TRIR difference spectra are sensitive only to the active parts of the protein rather than all infrared absorbers, and are therefore more generally applicable. 
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